A LIGHT WEIGHT LOCATION VERIFICATION PROTOCOL BASED ON BEHAVIOR LEARNING PROCESS FOR MOBILE ADHOC NETWORKS
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Abstract— Fast changing and growing nature of mobile adhoc networks makes the accessibility of location aware services becoming difficult. With the presence of adversaries and attacking nodes, the location based service discovery becomes a challenging one. We propose a light weight location verification protocol for the verification of nodes which turns out to be a robust one and uses the behavior of nodes for the verification process. Here distributed one step Location Verification Protocol is being used and session based behavior learning process for the identification of adversary nodes has been adopted. The proposed method is indeed capable of preventing attack types such as node impersonation, Sybil, DDoS attacks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The growing internet technology makes the mobile user to access all major services irrespective of their location.

Nowadays Location based services are attaining popularity. For example in a road traffic network the mobile user can access few location based services to get know about the restaurants, hotels, hospitals etc which are nearer to them. Whatever the service they need the result is provided based on their locations only so that the location based services become more popular and used by many users on need basis. Here the focus is on mobile adhoc network where there are no standard topologies and neighbor nodes can serve as intermediate node and participate in routing process.

Location based services (LBS) has the ability to locate geographical position of the user to deliver area specific information. LBS can provide useful information regarding public transportation, route options, weather forecasts, and location of hospitals, restaurants, police stations, tourist attractions, landmarks, petrol pumps, ATMs etc. In a VANET traffic network the location based service can be accessed in many ways. The routing in VANET network becomes more complicated due to the increase in mobile nodes. A mobile node can access a service to know about the traffic and route to a desired destination by accessing the LBS. The LBS could send the knowledge about the traffic and possible set of routes to reach the destination. The mobile node could chose a path to reach destination. Alternatively, accessing the service need a request to be transferred, so that the neighboring nodes becomes participant in the transmission. In practice most of the times the neighbor node becomes adversary and introduces different kind of attacks, which in turn reduces the throughput rate of the network. Protocols for Neighborhood Discovery (ND) serve as fundamental building blocks in mobile wireless systems. Clearly, ND enables (multi-hop) communication, as it is essential for route discovery and data forwarding. ND can also support a wide range of system functionality: network access control, topology control, transmission scheduling, energy-efficient communication, as well as physical access control. Given the critical and multifaceted role of ND, its security and robustness must be ensured: ND protocols must identify the actual neighbors, even in hostile environments.

The location discovery of neighbor nodes and verification process becomes more complicated one, due to the increase in protocols of mobile adhoc networks. There are many protocols NPV, “Secure Probabilistic Location Verification in Randomly Deployed Wireless Sensor Networks” [1], “Secure and Precise Location Verification Using Distance Bounding and Simultaneous Multilateration” [2] been addressed earlier for the verification of the mobile nodes location. Most of them
Fig1 shows that there are fake and adversary nodes and their positions. Yellow colored nodes are trusted ones, Red colored is the adversary node and blue colored is the false position of the adversary node. It is clear that the adversary node generates fake position for every neighbor node of it and sends false misleading location information to its neighbors. This false location information affects the process of routing in the mobile adhoc network, because each neighbor participates in the routing for mobile adhoc network. When an adversary sends fake position to its neighbor, and the neighbor selects the fake node to transmit a message, then the packet or information will not be transferred to the destination exactly. The fake node could take all the messages from the source node and may generate collinear or jamming attack to degrade the network performance.

2 RELATED WORKS

Here we discuss various methods proposed for the verification of nodes position and node discovery. Secure services for application and management messages have proposed in [3], it uses secure message formats, and the processing of those secure messages, within the Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC)/Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) system are defined. (Rewrite) The standard covers methods for securing WAVE management messages and application messages, with the exception of vehicle-originating safety messages. It also describes administrative functions necessary to support the core security functions.

For the discovery of mobile nodes [4], the author explored the possible types of attacks in the physical and communication medium of the mobile adhoc networks. Neighbor discovery is classified into physical and communication neighbor discovery. Protocols aiming at communication ND, which are based on physical ND protocols, often fail to achieve their objective. This is because these two types of discovery are not equivalent. At the same time, protocols for communication ND do not fully address the problem at hand. They are effective only under very specific operational conditions or they do not ensure correctness in all cases.

For the verification of Neighbor position [5][6], there are methods was dealt in the context of ad hoc and sensor networks; however, existing Neighbor Position Verification schemes often rely on fixed or mobile trustworthy nodes, which are assumed to be always available for the verification of the positions announced by third parties. In ad hoc environments, however, the pervasive presence of either infrastructure or neighbor nodes that can be aprioristically trusted is quite unrealistic.

For Secure Positioning in Wireless Networks [7], NPV protocol is proposed which calculate distances for all neighbors, and then commends that all triplets of nodes encircling a pair of other nodes act as verifiers of the pair’s positions. This scheme does not rely on trustworthy nodes, but it is designed for static sensor networks, and requires lengthy multi round computations involving several nodes that seek consensus on a common neighbor verification. Furthermore, the resilience of the protocol in to colluding attackers has not been demonstrated. Static sensor networks [8] also require several nodes to exchange information on the signal emitted by the node whose location has to be verified. Moreover, it aims at assessing only whether the nodes are within a given region or not.

An Improved Security in Geographic Ad Hoc Routing through Autonomous Position Verification is discussed in [9]. The authors proposed an NPV protocol that allows nodes to validate the position of their neighbors through local observations only. This is performed by checking whether subsequent positions announced by one neighbor could draw a movement over a time in realistic sense. The approach [10] forces a node to collect several data on its neighbor movements before a decision can be taken, making the solution unfit to situations where the location information is to be obtained and verified in a short time span. Moreover, an adversary can mislead the protocol by simply announcing false positions that follow a realistic mobility pattern.

The scheme in Secure Location Verification for Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks [8] exploits Time-of-Flight (ToF) distance bounding and node cooperation to mitigate the problems of the previous solutions. The cooperation is limited to couples of neighbor nodes, which renders the protocol ineffective against colluding attackers.

To the problems identified, there must be a protocol which is fully distributed and light weight to solve the verification of node position in mobile adhoc networks. It should not depend on trusted nodes and should be secure for various kinds of attacks.

3 OVERVIEW OF LIGHT WEIGHT LOCATION VERIFICATION SYSTEM

The proposed system verifies the node location using one step verification process utilizing session based behavior learning process. The node in the network receives their geometric and spatial metrics at the time of registration or entering in to the coverage of the base station. The nodes specify the location information and speed and displacement details at all time. At each time stamp the base station sends the notification to collect nodes behavior details. Upon receiving this message for certain time, if a node transmits a message it sends node and packet and forwarding node details to the base station. The base station maintains node details under its coverage and behavior matrix where it stores the transmission details of all nodes which could be used to identify the adversary nodes.

The proposed system has the following three phases. There are (i.)Registration, (ii.)Behavior Collection and (iii.)One step Location Verification.

3.1 Registration
When a mobile enters to a new coverage area, it needs to register in the base station about its latitude and longitude. The login message has the following parameters.
Message Id | Node Id | Location Details | Time Stamp(entry time) | Speed
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Table1: Login Message format

In the login message it has Message-Id which is unique for the message sent by the node, Node-Id specifies the identification number of the node which sent the message, Location Details specifies the geometric location information and Time Stamp specifies that at what time the message generated and Speed is the displacement or at what speed the mobile node is moving. Whenever the base station receives the message it updates the mobile node details in the matrix what it is maintaining. This message is authenticated with the private key (pk) generated by the node and hereafter all the messages sent by the node will be authenticated with that particular private key.

![Figure2: Registration process with the base station](image)

**Algorithm:**

Step1: start
Step2: Generate Node-ID nid.
Step3: Generate Message-ID mid.
Step4: compute Geometric metrics location values \(G_x, G_y\) (Latitude/longitude?)
Step5: generate entry time stamp \(m_t\).
Step6: compute speed \(n_s = \sqrt{(G_x-G_{x-1})^2 + (G_y-G_{y-1})^2)}\) /sec.
Step7: construct Login message \(L_m=nid+mid+(G_x,G_y)+mt+ns\).
Step8: stop.

The base station maintains the following details in the node matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MessID</th>
<th>Nodeld</th>
<th>Location Details</th>
<th>Time Stamp</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>120,130</td>
<td>01.23.45.900</td>
<td>5m/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table2: Base station node matrix

The node details are stored in the node matrix only if the node registers the base station at the time of handover process. So that the nodes location can be calculated using those parameters in the login message by the mobile base station at any point of time.

3.2 Registration

The base station initiates Behavior Collection procedure periodically with specific time interval. Upon receiving this message each node either receives or transmits a message. It generates another control message which has the packet id received or transmitted, and node id from which it receives and also where to it transmits time stamp etc... The base station collects this information and updates the behavior matrix periodically. This procedure will be repeated periodically and the update time is set depend on the nodes movement to analyze.

![Figure3: Transmission of behavior message](image)

From the figure 3 it is very clear that if the source 6 selects the path through 2 to reach 4, then the base station receives the behavior message completely. The base station at every time slot analyses the behavior matrix and search for the completion of transmission with the packet id and source and destination id specified in the matrix. If the transmission is incomplete then it identifies the fake node with link and adversary node.
versary node from the matrix and packet details. It updates all identified adversary details and records in adversary matrix.

It is normally difficult to say a node as an adversary node with one single transmission. Sometimes the mobility of the node also can be the reason for incomplete transmission, because the node might  

have moved to some other location which is computed by the source node at the time of route selection. Here the behavior of adversary node helps us, by giving false locations to more than one neighbor, so that the adversary node could be identified by the base station by identifying the same node id present in various transmission which is incomplete from the behavior matrix stored in the base station.

**Algorithm:**

**Step1:** initialize behavior matrix $B_m$ and adversary matrix $A_m$, initialize time stamp $B_t$.

**Step2:** for each node $M_n$ from the Node set $N_s$.
   Send Behavior message $BM$.
   Receive reply $BRM$.
   Extract packet id (Pid), source id (Sid), destination id (Did), NodeId (Nid), Ts
   Store in $B_m$.
   End.

**Step3:** for each row in matrix $B_m$.
   Identify unique packet id pid.
   Search for the row for completion of transmission.
   If (incomplete)
   Add Nid in adversary matrix $A_m$.
   End.

**Step4:** wait for next time stamp and repeat step 3, 4.

**Step5:** end.

### 3.3 One step Location Verification

The mobile node initiates this verification process for each transmission. At the time of transmission it selects the path and the neighbors by broadcasting the message. On receiving a reply the source node collects the set of neighbors and updates its neighbor matrix. For every chosen path for destination, the neighbors are verified using procedure as given in the flow chart (Refer Fig 4). It sends the verification message $V_m$ to the base station with the location details and geometric metric which is sent by the neighbor. The base station extracts the neighbor details and its geometric metric and computes the new location for the mobile node using the details in the node matrix. The neighbor details are kept stored in the node matrix when it enters within the coverage of the base station, it uses the location details of the mobile node and speed to compute the displacement of the neighbor node. It compares the location details sent by the source node and calculated location, if the difference between them is within a tolerance then it identify the neighbor as genuine node and also checks the entry of neighbor id in adversary matrix if the neighbor id is present in the adversary matrix they it assumes that the neighbor is adversary one. Based on the two comparison process it send reply as genuine node or adversary one for the source node to transmit the message to the neighbor in order to transmit the message else it discards the neighbor and select another neighbor to transmit. It repeats the verification process for all neighbors to transmit the message.

### 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The proposed system produces very good results and we have tested with large number of nodes and large number of adversary nodes.

---

**Graph1:** Displacement Allowed according to Range 1
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![Graph1](http://www.ijser.org)
The graph 1 shows the result produced by the proposed system and the average displacement allowed with the proposed system according to the transmission range.

The graph 2 shows the traffic introduced by NodePositionVerification algorithm with our methodology. The results show that our methodology introduces only little traffic compared to other systems.

5 CONCLUSION:

The proposed methodology is a secure one for all kinds of attacks coming in mobile adhoc network. We used one step verification process, which is less time consuming and we collect behavior of the nodes periodically, so that even if there are many number of adversaries present in the network we could identify easily with the help of one step verification process. The behavior collection helps us to increase the performance and throughput of the overall network, because the forwarding node selection implies the performance of the overall system. Even though the behavior collection introduces little network overhead for 6%, it reduces the time of verification and heaviness of computing signature and using multiple keys for the identification and verification process, thus improves the efficiency of the overall network.
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